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Macro Thoughts: 

This week I want to highlight some of the reason behind where the sector focus has been in HR Swing – 

China.  Note the following two charts of FXI (large cap Chinese ETF) and IWM (Russell 2000 ETF): 
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The key thing to note here is that Chinese stocks are outperforming over the last 3-6 months and are 

getting closer to highs.  The small cap ETF is going to be more focused on US-based companies that are 

less impacted by the trade war, and clearly these Chinese stocks would be a benefactor of an agreement 

that allows Chinese companies to grow more freely again with fewer tariffs.  We may not see those 

tariffs reduced or eliminated after all, but for now, the market seems to be pricing for a resolution. 

This has set up more short-squeeze potentials on high-beta names that were very much in favor prior to 

the trade war.  Many of those will continue to appear as I find names with cheap implied volatility to 

keep playing with.  
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New Trades this week: 

January 15th, 2019: WMT February 8th $99 calls for $0.59 
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*Screenshot from Sterling Vol Trader 

WMT has been a great company overall in terms of earnings and fundamental performance.  After a pull 

back that began in November, WMT is starting to show some relative strength.  With a close above the 

50- and 100-day moving averages on January 15th, WMT is now above all key moving averages that I 

follow.  Momentum is bullish and as stocks approach key round numbers like $100, they tend to act as 

magnets.  Here, that is my near-term expectation, with $100 also coinciding closely with the December 

3rd high of $99.59. 

Implied Volatility is now at 6-month lows, allowing for cheap leverage for this play.  I don’t necessarily 

expect a spike in a day here unless a fundamental manager announces a big position off cheap 

valuations, but this can easily continue to trend higher as algorithmic and fundamental investors alike 

look for stocks showing strong performance.  
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January 16th, 2019: BB February 8th $8 calls for $0.16 
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BB got an initial pump above the 10-day moving average and then consolidated for a week.  Once it got 

through the January 11th high, I felt this could start to act like a short-squeeze, and noted that implied 

volatility was quite low around 35%.  At the same time, there started to be some fairly aggressive call 

buyers on the February 8th $8’s that I selected.  I was a bit surprised to see them stay offered with low 

implied volatility, but was happy to get this kind of leverage in a name that can run quickly if the short-

squeeze gets more traction. 
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January 16th, 2019: MOMO February 8th $29.50 calls for $0.65 
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MOMO is a Chinese social networking company that was very much intriguing investors 6 months ago 

when it was trading in the high $40’s.  Now, at $28, and just beginning to turn with the overall market, 

implied volatility is at 6-month lows.  This is another great setup for me that is very much on the short-

squeeze list.  It also has the benefit of being a name that many people include on their short-list of 

stocks that move more aggressively when Chinese stocks are bullish. 

Getting above the January 9th high at $27.41 was the first step to trigger my entry, and now I am looking 

at either a roll or trailing stop approach as the stock has driven through the 50-day moving average with 

ease. 
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January 18th, 2019: AAOI February 8th $18 calls for $0.38 
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AAOI was a darling of the semi-conductor bull run in 2017 as it peaked at $103.41 in July of 2017.  Since 

then, it has simply chopped lower and lower down to current levels around $18.  Even in the last 6 

months, the stock had been trading in the $40’s, so there’s a lot of room to run to get back to levels 

recent investors thought was worthwhile.  If the semi-conductor sector starts to show some more 

strength, I can easily see this stock go for a run as it is not always very liquid – this is part of the benefit 

of these highly leveraged options as they give great returns when a stock loses liquidity on a move in my 

direction but also give defined risk when a stock has the potential to fall with limited liquidity.  The 

Friday mid-day action started to show more signs of this rally with light liquidity, and I will be intrigued 

to see how the break out from the recent range continues and if it attracts more technical traders 

looking for stocks that can have large volatile moves when they work. 
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January 18th, 2019: BOX February 15th $21 calls for $0.45 
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BOX has repeatedly traded up to the high $19’s and then faded to ~$16.  On Friday, it exceeded the 

recent highs from this channel and tested the waters above the 100-Day Moving Average.  The stock is 

at a clear inflection point – will those repeated sellers come back just below $20 or will we finally break 

through?  If we break through, the natural resistance points will be at the 200-day moving average 

around $22.50 and the previous consolidation range around $24.  With implied volatility at 6-month 

lows, I am happy to play this inflection point with an expectation of the break out to the upside given 

where overall market momentum is and where the leverage comes here – on that upside move. 
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January 11th, 2019: HUYA January 25th $22 calls for $0.41 
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I debated internally for hours whether to roll or close this position, and made the election to roll for two 

simple reasons.  First, we continued to get higher highs and higher lows.  Second, Implied Volatility was 

getting hit during this process so that I could buy options for 65% implied volatility in the January 25th 

term.  These two elements combined with a very bullish potential squeeze (another one) led to my 

election to roll the calls that were expiring on Friday rather than closing them.  With the initial entry 

price on the January 11th $18 calls at $0.55, I’ve now booked a minimum of a 227% return with potential 

for a lot more if the trend continues, which is a good place to be on this trade. 
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All Services and Content Are Provided for Educational and Information Purposes 
Only and Are Not Intended as Legal or Financial Advice. 

The information and content provided in or through these Services is for educational and informational 

purposes only.  By accessing and/or using the Services you acknowledge that the Services are not 

intended to be a substitute for legal, investment, or financial advice that can be provided by an attorney, 

accountant, and/or financial advisor. You further acknowledge that you should not rely solely on the 

Services in making any investment or financial decision, and should always check with your financial 

advisor and tax advisor to determine the suitability of any investment.   

All information provided in or through these Services is strictly informational and is not to be construed 

as advocating, promoting or advertising registered or unregistered investments of any kind whatsoever. 

The information is provided “as-is” and is not guaranteed to be correct, complete, or current.  Option Pit 

and Trade Academy do not guarantee that you will attain a particular result, outcome, or earnings, and 

you accept and understand that each individual’s results will vary and depend on numerous factors.  

Option Pit and Trade Academy are not investment advisors and are not registered with the U.S. 

Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) or the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”). 

Further, owners, employees, agents or representatives of Option Pit and Trade Academy are not acting 

as investment advisors and might not be registered with the SEC or FINRA. 

 


